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Joanne Lucariello

In the heat of an early July day,
with the cicadas' shrill song as companion,
I plunge into the twisted mass of the blueberry bush.
The netting to keep out the birds imprisons me.
So, trying to reach the round ripe fruit, my body twists,
bends into some impossible yoga pose,
while sweat slithers down between my breasts.
Dead branches, twigs, tangle my hair,
poking and prodding my body, hindering the harvest
as I push deeper into the overbearing bush.
Ants traveling along branches, arms,
I peer up through a gilded veil of spider web
into bright, blinding sunlight.
Writhing away, hair ensnares my face,
and becomes a toumiquet distorting vision are the berries close, or far? One morsel or two?
Greedy for the bounty, feet firmly planted,
lest I trample a single treasured jewel
that has plummeted to the ground,
I reach up through the mass of foliage,
glimpsing billowing clouds overhead,
and, grasping the last succulent tidbit,
I gently cradle it into my basket
in the heat of an early July day.

Joanne Lucariello
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OF

Joanne Lucariello

Seeking solitude, a respite from the stressful pace of everyday, I
longed for a place to call my own, a place of escape, a haven enveloped in
nature where I could sit, observe, ponder. Enchanted with water since
childhood, I decided that building a pond in my yard would be the
answer and undertook the project. Now, three years later, I sit at the
water's edge mesmerized by the scene before me, ready to succumb to
flickering ruminations, my restless spirit gradually lulled by the soothing
trickling waterfall. Sitting here observing the interaction of pond life, I
feel I am a part of it, eyes flitting to and fro, watching, waiting, trying to
catch a glimpse of something new, exciting and wonderful: sights,
sounds, smells.
The abundant life and activity at the pond is astounding. Eve:ry
species of plant and animal is fascinating to watch and contributes
something special to the beauty and balance of life, just as each one of
us contributes to the wonderment of the universe. Hovering over the
pond, whirring dragonflies, black with white spots, midnight blue and
blue-green, await unsuspecting prey. Frogs plip-plop into the water,
others languidly lounge on the lily pads in the warm afternoon sun. I,
too, let the sun sink deep into flesh, bone, soaking the soul, freeing the
spirit. Body now attuned to all around me; I am a vessel: fragile,
receptive, waiting to be replenished.
Red Sedum, pink Coneflower, and yellow Correopsis beckon
butterflies to the garden surrounding the pond, their wings a canvas of
dancing color. Intrigued, I watch as they plunge into each flower
contentedly sucking out the sweet nectar of life. Why do we not all feel
satiated after we sup at life's table? Why the hunger, the thirst for more?
Creatures great and small take only what they need; greed smothers our
inner self, snuffs out our humanity. Pondering these thoughts, the
arrival of a hummingbird thrusting its long beak into the trumpet neck of
some red Monarda distracts me.
The sound of wings beating hundreds of times per second, the
iridescence of the hummingbird, its small miracle of being, captivates
me. Such a tiny creature to exude such a grand aura. Stopping at each
tube of the flower, it drains golden nectar then dashes away to some
secret place. Does it meet its mate? Do they share a nectar kiss, while
making love in a winged aerial dance? I feel the vibration of their passion
in the air, warming me, the scent of lavender mingling with the blush of
roses, as the last lingering golden beams of sunlight caress giant
sunflowers.
Sunflowers, burgundy, yellow and gold, smile brightly at the
goldfmches feasting on their seed, scattering it over the patio, dropping it

into the pond. Attracting the attention of the goldfish who zig-zag over to
investigate, the seed quickly sinks to the deep cool depths of the pond.
Large stalks supporting great round heads, droop over the Weigela
reaching out to the blue water. Forget-me-nots stretching, spreading
toward the water lilies that are now beginning to close their buds as the
sun dips below the horizon. Hesitantly, I rise up knowing it is time for
me to leave. Yet, I linger for a moment more trying to take in the last
sights, sounds and smells of my haven, my manna for the soul. .1.
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Joanne Lucariello

Woman of my flesh
seed of ancestors
courage
whose strength
courses through your sinewy body
of generations
distanced by miles
daughter
you possess the power
to discover
inner truth

•!•
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SENTINELS

Driving between
rows of iced sentinels,
bare black trees,
branches covered in hoarfrost,
blinking like
the lights
of a Christmas tree.
Awaking sun
extends prying tentacles,
ice loses its hold
and hits the road
with a clink.

•!•

•!•

Barbara L. Peabody

Cindi Halkola

In a white country farmhouse on ten acres of land, Grace would
spend her summers on her grandparents' farm. It was in Haywood,
where the wrinkles of land met the well-ironed plains of the Ohio Valley,
or at least... that's how the sign read as it welcomed them to town. To
Grace, it wasn't the landscape that made the town so special--it was her
grandmother's simple way of doing things. Crisp line-dried sheets, the
smell of maple syrup, and hearing the soft pads of her grandmother's
shoes as they ascended the stairs. These were the things that Grace
remembered as a child, the things that often drew her back, and what
she always dreamed of sharing with her own children.
"Are we theeerrrre, yet?" came a small voice from the backseat.
"Did you feel the car stop, Randy?" asked Jake, his older brother.
"Then no, we're not there yet!"
Grace only sighed as she closed her eyes. It had been a long hot
ride for all three of them. Every memory of her trip was dotted with
rearview images of her twelve-year old competing to make his brother
scream. Now, as she glanced back, she saw Randy in the carseat. He
had his arms folded and his head down low. His long red bangs flopped
loosely over his face, reminding Jake of his opponent in flag football.
Jake was smiling as he looked out the window, and as he slowly
straightened his arm into a reach, Grace stopped the car.
In one continuous movement, she undid her seatbelt, squeaked
around on the vinyl, and firmed her lips to a thin line, "You boys--!" she
pointed.
Then she stopped and stared at each of them; her words were
slurred and monotone. "Stay in this car," she hissed, "and don't move."
She gripped the hard silver handle to open the door, and as she
released the latch, she felt a small gust of air enter inside. Her nostrils
flared as she walked around, while the steady breeze waved her skirt like
a flag.
She had parked the car near the pond to where she was now
walking, and she could feel the eyes of both of her sons as they watched
her sit on the bank in the tall grass. She didn't look back but all around,
as the bright green moss seemed to carpet the water. There were big
purple flowers reflecting in its puddles, while a weeping willow was
towering low above her head. She followed a gnarled branch with her
eyes until they met an unbumished black mark still left in the middle.
Grace could still see tiny bits of the rope that held the tire she used to
swing from.
In her periphery, she could see the boys as she looked at the
cattails swaying next to her. Their faces were faint as they pressed them
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to the glass, and thoughts of their noseprints suddenly made Grace
smile. She closed her eyes at the thought of leaving and saw all the vivid
colors repeated on black canvas.
Finally, she opened them and smiled as she stood, making sure
she dropped her smile as she walked back to the car. The two secretly
shuffled into their seats.
Inside, Grace welcomed the silence, but it wasn't long before Jake's
eye caught hers in the rearview mirror. He looked just like Randy did
before she pulled over. Her left cheek turned up in a satisfied grin as
Jake stared like a stone right back at her. She raised a questioning
eyebrow inviting him to speak.
"Why'd ya' go to the pond by yourSELF?" he said. His volume was
almost like a conversation.
Grace didn't answer as she turned in the drive. She threw the car
in park and twisted her body. Her arm was draped between the bucket
seats, and she was looking out the windows while she spoke. "If you
boys can show me you know how to behave, I could show you a lot more
of this farm."
Jake unfolded his arms and looked down at his shoes. Mter a
moment, he nodded. Then she turned toward Randy who looked trapped
in his car seat. ''And you, Sir," she said. "Did you get out of that seat
when I was at the pond?" Randy's eyes grew a tiny bit bigger as he
looked down at the opened strap fallen loosely between his legs. He
nodded.
From there, the three of them got out of the car and stood
surrounded by the flat plains. Behind Jake was the old red barn that
once held her grandfather's tractor, and all around the farmhouse, stood
the long stems of dry weeds. Grace remembered when each one held the
heads of her grandmother's flowers, and how they seemed to reach up,
all vying to touch her waist. She bent down and took Randy's hand, as
Jake walked around and stood beside her. Together, they stepped softly
through the flowering fields, looking back at the white farmhouse for
what seemed like miles. L1
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Gale Guerra

The tall oaks bow theii majestic limbs
Under the wrath of the wind.
Autumn is taunting the air.
Gray passion blankets the sky
Hovering over, waiting for the
Precise moment to vent its fury,
Releasing an explosion of pent up desire
That rains its soothing moisture
Upon the sun-parched earth.
A relentless pursuit
That ends where it began.

FROST-BITTEN

Heather Strout

The endless agony of words surround me.
They chum and bubble within ... hot lava.
Spewing out chars of bitterness and resentment.
Sadness wells up ... spilling over,
With no one to lap up the grief.
Heavy laden I go about,
Wandering from place to place
To ease the pain I lash out in anger
strong and hurtful.
Words to tear at anyone fool enough to listen.
A day from hell, as I torment among the living.
Feeling numb
Frozen in my frost-bitten self.
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Gale Guerra
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The sun glimmers bronze in a dancing menagerie of shadows,
The dance begins slowly, lifting gracefully like the flutter
of a Butterfly's wing.
Then with a sudden rush, the dance soars
to heavenly heights.
A promenade of steps that lead the couple through a
sun-warmed lavender field,
Smelling of beauty and youth.
With thoughts only upon each other, the couple dances through life.
Until the evil shadow that lurks unseen, passes quickly and quietly.·
A darkness descends, like a cloud crossing the sun.
First love gone, like a glimmer of bronze.
And you don't realize what's happened until it's too late.

·:·

·:·
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[Love that has ..",.,.~~,"'"1IMII.

Julia Kissenberth

Love that has faded
just a shadow.
Love that existed
but is only a memory
Like a tree that has died
Leaving behind its strong exterior
Yet inside, it is empty of life
Just a shadowy image
against the sky, but
still beautiful.
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Scott Schwenke

The day I met her was the day I fell in love. She was a girl from
town, an ex-girlfriend of a neighbor friend, whom I'm etemally grateful to
for introducing us. She was cute, but definitely no beauty queen; she
was nice, but far from an expert on kindness. She was average, but in
her mediocrity, there was something unexplainable. I was drawn to her
the way a desert nomad is drawn to the sweet, life-giving wholeness of
water--in a way that can only be explained as instinct for survival. At
that time, all I thought about was survival because I knew from that
moment, I could not live without her. My heart flew into my throat, and I
could feel my blood get hotter and run faster, until I could no longer even
remember my name. The only thing I knew and saw right then was her
and the radiance she shone with from the second I saw her. That day
was a day I shall never forget or stop thinking about.
I had to have this girl, not in a sexual way (though if the chance
were to arrive ... ), but just to hold her close to me in a gentle embrace, or
to show off to my friends who after searching every Eden, could never
find a girl like her. I'd watch their envious faces, but most of all and
most importantly, I wanted to hold her close. One fme day I got my
chance, and this is· another day I will never forget.
We had started going out together (at her request and my delight),
and after a short time, we had the chance to be alone. It was a bitterly
cold day out by a windy lake where ripples ran out to the edges as
prisoners would run to a fence. That's how I felt, like my heart was her
prisoner. I wanted to run and hide because I was so afraid. I know that
sounds strange, but in the short sixteen years of my life (at that time), I
had never been truly happy. The few times happiness dissolved my
sorrow were transient moments that, when they left, they left a great
more misery behind ... so I was afraid of her. She let me feel joy I never
thought possible and just knowing I was on the same planet as her,
made me happier than I had ever been. I also knew that she had the
greatest potential to harm me, more than anyone else ever could. I didn't
run.
I let my gaze shift from the lake to her eyes--eyes brimming with all
the greatness that the legendary Pandora's box was said to have. And as
that ill-fated box entered my mind, and the fear rose again. But before I
had a chance to quail back and run, I grabbed her. I held her so tight, I
was afraid I would snap her frail body in half. I just stood there holding
her in my arms. It was only a short embrace, but it felt like an etemity-in Eldorado. For a split second, that cold November aftemoon was the
fourth of July, only better. The fireworks blazed brighter, and the
smiling faces and joyous laughter of strangers were broader and louder
all because of one hug from this mediocre girl--so mediocre, she
surpassed the whole world in her greatness, and I loved her, and she
loved me on this early fourth of July. fl.
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Scott Schwenke

Lean your head up to the sky~ little one
and let the sun dry you face;
Feel the power of the wind~ little one
and fly far away from this place.
Up in the sky, we don't see you weep, little one
And dismiss all your tears as rain
So fly far away from this hell, little one
So you no longer live in our pain.
I know you're happy where you are, little one
In that place known by none, love by few
I just wish you could fly back to me, little one
Despite all those demons you knew.
And high up in the sky
I can see my angel fly
As she looks down on the world, and wonders why-Why do we have to hurt one another just so we don't cry?
Her heavenly love hath peace here on Earth found
Because of her love, laughter is the only sound
And I scream as my angel tumbles down
And I realize I can't reach her before she hits the ground
So I wipe away your tears, little one
When suddenly it starts to rain
And I know that you're on that cloud, little one
Crying because of my pain.
I know that you can't stay here, little one
I know you were hurting in your fall
I feel your tears fall on me little one
And I feel your love help me stand tall.

Lean your head up to the sky, little one
and let the sun dry your face;
Feel the power of my love, little one
and let my heart help you find your place.
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CHEER

Grandma is gone
But she is still here
Gone with the pain
Gone with the tears
She is still here
The death of her body
Is the birth of her victory
For grandma knows no pain
Knows no tears
She has defeated her foe,
The Cancer
And she is happy
By the side of God

Looking, looking at you
Your face, tender and plain
Sweetnes s emanatin g
Through each pore of your skin:
I want you.
Every syllable rolling off your tongue
The depth of that voice
Used to rock me, my heart.
No, this isn't a blatant ploy
To win your love cheaply.
Sure, these are wordsWords mean nothing!
What the hell are they
To this soul I have?
I named it after you, you know.

Grandma is gone
Yet the love of her remains
Teaching us the value
Of appreciat ion

You are what sustains my life.
Now, you don't take these words,
These words that flow upon this page.
Don't take them for a worth Divine.
God is not you.
He leaves me, I die,
You leave me, I only cry.
Tears fade.
But no! This is not my message.
I relinquis h to you this power:
I love you.
There is nothing greater
That I can lease.
Handle this gift with care,
Damage is intolerabl e.

We needn't cry
We needn't moum
All that is necessary
Is a cheer
A cheer for her
Teaching s
A cheer for her
Relief
A cheer for her
Victory
And she will smile
Alongside God
She will smile
For she will have known
She has lived well
Awarded by that
We will smile with her
And God will smile greater.

Be my Columbu s,
Discover me.

Marquitt a "QuiQui" Bryant
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Helena Parisi

Perhaps it was God
that shot down the power
on my TV
which led me
to an open door
to my backyard.
I found myself sitting
cross-legged
on the silky green grass
and looking up
toward the blue sky
watching a flock of geese
flying the path that God sent.
I watched a hummingbird
nurse upon pink morning glories.
It was the frrst time in my life
that I had ever seen
a hummingbird;
what a delightful experience.
I noticed how quiet
the neighborhood was.
All electric was out.
It was so quiet that
I could hear God's voice
as it rustled
in the leaves
and whispered into my ears
His love for me.
I sat in awe
and listened to the peace
of the moment.
The more God spoke,
the more his breath caused motion·,
creating a wind
that wrapped around my body
and filled me with a feeling
of joy and laughter.
This was quite a wonderful day
without the TV.
God was in my backyard all along
never leaving, yet waiting
for me to spend a day with Him.

~
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Helena Parisi

Lord, I see you
in my reflection,
as I look atop the stream
and as the sun
reflects the water
which shines upon my face.
I am your reflection.

•!•

•!•

•!•

Heather M. Higman

MEMORIES

Memories are precious -like an ounce of gold,
Memories are precious -and they're yours to hold.
Memories are precious -no matter what they are,
So in moving on, remember -memories take you far.
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THE FIELDS

Herb Hienz

As the autumn leaves change to brilliant colors, and the fields of
brush lose their lush green cover from the first killer frost, hunters await
the start of Pheasant Season. So too, do their trusted bird dogs. Mindy
and Patch were no exceptions. They couldn't wait to streak across the
highlands in the northem hills of Sussex County, New Jersey. Walks
take on a whole new meaning, with the approach of this long-awaited
season. These faithful companions of mine would raise their noses high
in the air, seeming to smell the game at great distances. Every
sportsman dreams of having that perfect pointer to search out those
elusive pheasants; I was lucky enough to have two of the best. Although
they are both gone now, the memories we shared will be with me for the
rest of my life. They were both Brittany Spaniels, but Patch and Mindy
were nothing alike when they went hunting.
Patch was a giveaway. That is, when a dog's owner has to find a
home for his or her pet, because for one reason or another, he or she can
no longer keep him, this person searches out someone who will love and
care for his or her dog, the way he did. By the time Patch came to live
with us, he was almost four years old. He never hunted birds before and
was basically a lap dog.
Mindy, on the other hand, was purchased as a puppy and came
with all her titles, "Lady Mindy Stokem." On her father's side, she was
from a line of Field Grand Champions. You've seen her kind. They only
live in the best of pens and have all the papers to prove it. Even though
they were both from the same breed, they looked nothing alike. Patch
was stubby, with a hard compact body. His coat was white with large
orange spots. Mindy was taller then most Britainies, with curly roan
colored fur that blended into liver-colored spots all over her body. They
both had those short floppy ears, pink noses, and short-cropped tails,
that wagged like crazy when they were on the scent of a bird. The breed
is known for that quality. They both had loads of almost uncontrollable
energy.
Patch was like a streak of white lightning racing across the fields.
It was as though he got his kicks from catching the birds off-guard,
rather than sniffmg them out of their cover. Mindy, on the other hand,
took her time crossing the fields. She would carefully search every bush
and tuft of grass for her prey. She'd stay within the approximate area
that I was walking in, always looking to check and make sure I was close
by. The other guy would be charging way out, almost to the range of my
shotgun. As they would crisscross in front of me, they'd seem to be
laughing with delight at the fun we were all having.
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Both of them could lock their muscles like a vice when the allelusive pheasant was found. Patch would point his nose in the general
direction of the game. The pheasants would always be there. You'd
never know exactly where the bird was going to fly up from, though once
Patch kept that statue form for almost five minutes, while I tried to get to
where he was pointing. He never even flinched.
Mindy was also one of the greatest pointers of all-time. She'd stop
with the bird only inches from her nose. Sometimes I didn't realize she
was on point. Mindy would hold in place, until I'd remember in what
kind if business we were involved.
When a bird was flushed from cover, my shooting would bring it
back to earth and off they'd go to retrieve the prize. The one who first
saw the bird got to bring it back to me without interference from the
other. If I should miss (on one of those rare occasions), Patch would be
off like the wind to make sure we got another chance at that pheasant.
Mindy, meanwhile, would tum her head toward me with what resembled
a look of disgust for my poor marksmanship.
Yes, indeed, we had some great times out there in the field
together, the three of us. They will always be the best hunting dogs I
ever had. They were the same breed, yet as different as they come . .1.
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FILLING UNDISCOVERED EMPTINESS

Jenn Seminara

Release the dreams
haunting
every thought,
surrounding your world.
Convictions slowly pass
through your mind
only coming
back to the beginning.
Delaying
your reaction
a little longer
than you might presume possible.
Be convinced
that your only escape
is to reach along
the outside
of parables
unknown to you and. me.
Something restrains
you from creating,
a long deserved
stillness around you.
But you believe
this is where you belong.
I say not my dears
a life of beauty awaits for
you to accept it.
Approach faith with
an open heart and life will change
for the better.
It's in your hands.
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Jenn Seminara

The leaves sway in the wind
slowly calling out
your name in their sleep
patiently waiting to hear
your voice rejoicing
in the faint breeze.
As your mind goes stark mad
you adore hearing random
sounds
reaching into who you are.
Your body glides
along the iridescent path
created in the moment of time.
Now you can begin to walk swiftly
along unbroken dreams
through the paralyzed realm
we loosely dwell in.
Open your eyes
to the joyous nature
you are surrounded by.
Dance away the teardrops
that have taken over your life.
Sparkling shadows swing
softly
into the laughter
that completes
yourjoumey
through the outside world.
Now you glide across the
soft ground
barefoot
wondering
where you'll go next.
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DREAM

Akiko Tomono

The play takes place in the bedroom of Hans Lundgrey~s condominium.
There is a big double bed in the center, on both sides of the bed stand
lamps on side tables~ and gowns hang on the backs of chairs. There is a
dressing table and stool on the left and next to it~ is the door of a walk-in
closet. This door's side has a small bar and a built-in cupboard with some
glasses and some kinds of liquor. The time is past 1:OOam; the person on
the right of the bed (Hans) frequently tosses about, and we in the
background an ambulance car~s siren dimly sounds.

HANS [turns on lamp]: Umm...
DONNA [lazy voice]: What's the matter, Hans? Can't you sleep?
ID\NS [sits up in his bed]: No ... sorry I woke you up.
DONNA [gets up and walks to the left]: That's okay, don't mention it.
[stands in front of the bar and looks backJ Do you want something to
drink?
HANS: I don't want anything, thanks. [looks down, while pushing his
temples sleepily] You go to bed, Donna. You have to get up early
tomorrow, don't you?
DONNA [opens an icebox]: So do you. [walks stage center toward him]
Hans, are you very tired? You're overworked, and you haven't had a
· break in two weeks. I can't believe it. [puts the brandy glass and
decanter on the side table and sits down on the chairj
HANS [the same pose]: I can't leave the project; I'm the leader, and it's
worthwhile work. I don't care about breaks ... but...
DONNA [looks into his face]: But... what?
HANS: I haven't been sleeping right [stands up and walks to stage
centerj I have nasty dreams every night. They're strange. I feel real
feelings, and when I get up, I feel really tired. [walks around the bed
moodily)
DONNA [watches him]: What kind of dream?
HANS [looks distant]: I'm walking somewhere, I don't know... the city .. .I
don't know why I'm here, or where I want to go ... but I hurry on my
way to ... somewhere ...
DONNA: The city... ? Is it a foreign city?
HANS: Maybe ... no, I guess .. .it's a strange city. Why do I feel that it's
strange ... ? I see the same scenes every night... [again~ we hear the
same ambulance siren, and it fades] Oh, I see! There's no sound, but
there's a great flow oftraffic ... cars ... people ... There's silence, and I'm
so anxious. I think, "I gotta hurry!" ... but then, at the same time, I
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think, •'Why? Where?" Then, I have a headache, and I'm crouching
there [crouches and buries his head in his hands].
DONNA [walks over and puts her anns around him]: As I said, you're
very tired. Let's go to bed, Hans!
HANS [stands up, and Donna lets go]: Aah! You go to bed. [Donna
walks to the bed and sits.] I don't wanna see them.
DONNA: Them? Them who?
HANS: When I crouch, they come to crowd me!
DONNA: Are they anxious about you?
HANS: No! They're not human! Not human ...
DONNA [monotone]: Then, what are they?
HANS: They're monsters ... to the last man!
DONNA [sounds annoyed]: Monters?!
HANS [tears at his head]: Yes! Monsters ... because they ... they have no
face! Those things crawl with me every night!
DONNA [gets up and turns her back to the audience]: They... have no
face?
HANS: Right! No face! No eyes... no nose ... no mouth ... nothing!
·DONNA [turns around slowly]: You mean ... like this?
HANS: Aaaaaaaggghh!!!
[BLACKOUT] 11

Tania Sanchez
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Gretchen Kuehner

THE DANCER

The dancer who accepts no less than perfection
Was ordered to dance with a sinus infection.
Her shoe came unlashed,
Her tutu unsashed,
She vowed never again to follow direction.

SHOE_.........,

Shoe shopping with mom went the teen with red locks;
She needed blue satins·to match certain frocks.
After hours of trying
And both of them crying,
The frustrated salesman suggested the box.

THE GUESTS

Guests at the celebration
Glimmering, side by side,
Engraved partners
Emptied to the halfway mark
Bubbles' energy rises
In expectation of future drinks.

MISTS

The mists of moming
float away into the day,
like steam above tea.
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Instead of snapping
at houseflies and gnats,
they buried their heads
underneath their bed mats.

"Good day, Mrs. Claire,
I've a delivery for you!
Look! Youfve been sent not ONE
dogbutTWO!"

Both were in love
with the sweet smell of roses,
but with every sniff,
they got watery nosesi

The note read: ''From Sister-I'm off in a rush.
You must care for doggies.
Thank you so much."

As time passed, love grew
between doggies and mastersand paper boys, waiters,
store owners, and pastors.

Mrs. Claire stared at doggies
and doggies stared backlooking sadly confused
and in need of a snack.

The Claires learned that inside
each living creature
may be something quite
different
from exterior features.

She read on: ('Sister dear, please
tenderly care
for these sensitive creatures.
They're an interesting pair.''

urn open the cages, bravely said

They learned to believe
that inside most fJugliesff
are creatures that are especially
loving and snuggly! A

ff

Mrs. Claire.
The doggies stepped out
with unusual care.
I will care for these doggies,"
Mrs. Claire made a promise.
nit is my duty.rr
Though neither could be called
an American Beauty.
11

Weeks passed and the Claires
learned many a lesson
from these interesting doggies
in their possession.
In spite of their scruffy
and frightful exteriors,
these two were shy
and afraid of superiors.
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· THE AGE OF REASON

Denise Wright

Growing up, we lived in a low-income neighborhood. My mom
would sit· on the porch in the afternoon with all of the other ladies; they
would exchange recipes, daily gossip, and the latest on Dr. Spock. They
wore housedresses with diaper pins clipped to the pockets. When my
mom got dressed up to go out for an evening with my dad, she was no
longer my mom, but a beautiful lady. She was warm, loving, and funny. I
always felt secure. We were poor, but she never let us feel that way. Life
was rich with the love of family and friends.
This neighborhood, like many neighborhoods of that day, was
starting to become integrated. Italians were marrying Irish, and Germans
were marrying Danes. Shortly before this, the neighborhoods in the town
where I grew up were segregated by heritage. I remember my mom telling
me about her mother, my grandmother, and how my great-grandmother,
"a good German woman," was horrified that my grandmother was dating
an Italian man. This was not acceptable and did not last too long. In my
neighborhood, though, there were many mixed marriages, and as
children, we were used to the different cultures. It was no big deal to us
kids.
When I was a small child, air conditioners had not become the
normal way of dealing with summer heat. Opened windows, tree-lined
streets, and small rotary fans provided about the best comfort there was.
My mom was careful to keep a watchful eye on me, and being an only
child for five years, I imagine that I was never out of her listening range.
Opened windows provided a great opportunity for me to believe that I
was on my own in the yard, but in reality, mom was just a screen's width
away. I was soon to fmd that out.
It was fun to play with the "big kids," and, as there were no
brothers or sisters yet, they were my only playmates with the exception
of my invisible friend, "Junior." I will never forget that lovely summer
day, playing by the side of the house. All of us kids were outside, having
a great time and making lots of noise. I remember a man walking past
the front of our house. I also remember that he was wearing a funny hat.
For some reason, my friends started to make fun of him. It seemed like
great fun to join in, so I did. However, I did not know why I was laughing
at this man, and why I was calling him names I did not understand. We
had so many different kinds of people on our block, I could not figure out
what was so different about him, with the exception of his hat.
Mom was invisible behind the screen; she was listening to what
was going on. All of a sudden, she called me into the house. Her tone was
sharp; I knew immediately that I had done something horrible. To this
day, I cannot ever remember her calling me in that tone of voice again.

I do remember, however, that I received what was probably one of
the most important scoldings that I was ever to receive. It was done in
such a gentle way that it scared me more than if she had yelled at me.
She went through all of the questions--why was I making fun of this
man? Had he done something wrong or funny? Last, but most
embarrassing to me ... Why was I doing something just because everyone
else was doing it? Receiving no satisfactory answers to any of her
questions, and realizing that I was totally confused, she began to explain
some things to me. This man was just like the rest of us; he was
probably a dad, just like my dad. This man had a mom who loved him
just like my mom loved me. This man probably worked very hard, as he
was well-dressed--more well-dressed than we were. Most importantly,
however, this man deserved my respect because he was a child of God. I
was totally confused by this time and asked my mom, "Then, why did all
of the kids make fun of him?" She hesitated, and realizing that I did not
understand at all, she said, "Because his skin is a different color."
My mom was probably one of the most gentle and loving people
that ever lived. She was so kind in her way of teaching that her lessons
had more impact on me than any kind of disciplinary measures. When I
lived in my childhood neighborhood, many cultures mingled. However,
the race barrier was still in force. That neighborhood has changed a lot.
There are no longer trees lining the streets, the houses have been fixed
up, and the average income level has risen significantly. I can only hope
that it has changed in more subtle ways- ways that do not meet your
eyes, but your heart and soul. With a little help from my mom, one step
towards reaching the age of reason was a very memorable experience; it
impacted how I felt about, treated, and respected people. I have never
met the man that I so often think about, but I hope that he is well. I hope
that he has seen some changes in the way the world neighborhood is
today as compared to that other one. I would like to tell him that I am
sorry, and lastly, I would like to tell him about what a wonderful mother I
had, and how she guided my life. ~
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THEY

. Heather Strout

The dynamics of interactions between men and women is a most
interesting phenomenon. Both sexes are always complaining, oftentimes
with raised voices and frustratingly animated gestures (forehead
smacking, anyone?), that they simply do not and cannot "understand"
the workings of their respective opposite gender counterparts. Truth be
told, there have been several "forehead smacking" incidents in my own
immediate experience. The following is a brief account of some of the
more choice encounters involving males that I have heroically (and to be
honest, somewhat affectionately) braved. Mter all, what does not kill one
only makes one stronger.
Why, I ask, did he feel that the fake British accent would somehow
serve to impress me? It did not. James sat across from me in front of the
window; a small table, sticky with dripped ice cream, separated the two
of us. His voice was purposefully deep and low and butchered a British
accent so successfully that I had to concentrate intently on my rainbow
sprinkles to keep from doing permanent and irreversible damage to his
ego. He grew up in the same area that I did, which, consequently, is
nowhere near the United Kingdom. How he-thought this dramatic ploy
was convincing escaped me. Thank goodness for ice cream distractions.
I received the email message late at night as I was doing some
research on the Internet. It was from Drew, the boy who took me on my
first "date" in the second grade; the same boy who danced with me at my
brother's wedding twelve years later. With excitement and enthusiasm, I
clicked open the message, eager to read what my long-lost friend had to
say. My expectant eyes met with the following: "Dear Heather, Long
time no speak, how are you, etc. I need some advice. I really like this
girl. Last night, though, I sort of got drunk and asked her to have sex
with me. I think she may be mad now. Any input?" The message I sent
back was quite lengthy, and if my memory serves me, wore out the "caps
lock" feature on my computer's keyboard. In retrospect, though, my
reply could have been stated rather simply: "Dear Drew, DUH."
The phone disturbed my late night dozing; the red numerals glowing
on the digital alarm clock informed me that it was well past midnight.
Luke was on the other end of the connection. I pictured him sitting on
the bed in his dorm room -- probably clad in gym shorts -- eating leftover
Chinese food. I was exhausted, very close to the point of dropping off to
sleep. He was extremely chatty, very close to the point of being

downright perky. Two hours later, I knew everything about the new
StarWars movie, everything about the old StarWars movies, everything
about Star-Trek and the X-Files, virtually everything about the entire
genre of science fiction since its initial conception. It's too bad I was not
coherent enough to properly appreciate these tasty nuggets of useful
information. I am, after all, in my wakeful state, a huge fan of science
fiction - it only makes me break out in a rash and convulse violently. I
suppose he failed to pick up on my subtle reactions; or the even more
subtle flow of yawning that struggled to uphold my faltering end of the
conversation. Actually, right about then, I could have used some
beaming up. Where is Scotty when you need him?
I wasn't planning on eating anything, so I left my wallet in the car.
Dave ordered spaghetti and meatballs. Sitting across the booth from
him, I came to further appreciate how blue his eyes were. Surrounded
by people engaged in the pleasurable process of eating and drinking, I
decided that perhaps an iced-tea would be nice after all. It cost one
dollar and twenty cents, with tax. When the bill came, he asked where
my share of the total was - my big one dollar and twenty cents share of it.
I thought he was joking, but when we got to the car and he asked me for
his money, I knew otherwise. My blue-eyed friend redefined the concept
of a "cheap date."
There are so many other stories to be told - stories of prom dates
trying to hit innocent woodchucks with their mini-vans, stories of power
tool and torque fetishes, tales of boys who all but make love to their
computers. Recollections of these events assure that my mind will never
be dull. There will always be a lingering question of, "WHY?!" floating
around up there somewhere.
Perhaps, though, "whys" are not always called for. Maybe it is best to
love because of imperfections as opposed to in spite ofthem. While I
uphold this ideal to be true, I still find myself, at times, engaged in bouts
of forehead smacking, thinking, «If only they would get it, if only they
would understand, if only they would communicate. " And I know that
they are thinking the same things about me and my equally as
frustrating "must-go-to-the-bathroom-in-herds" gender. The Battle of
the Sexes is not really a battle at all. Rather, it is something of a
perpetual treaty - an ongoing agreement to sometimes disagree; an
everlasting understanding to sometimes not understand. ~
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Heather Strout
"The Child is Father of the MarL .. "
-Wm. Wordsworth

It was Friday afternoon, 3:45 pm. The bus must have been running
early that day. Maybe it, too, was anxiously anticipating the weekend.
As I accelerated to mount the hill, I saw Brian, hands shoved into the
pockets of his khaki pants, already waiting, alone, in the usual spot.
As I slowed down and pulled over, I smiled at him and waved. He
teasingly rolled his eyes and pointed adamantly at his watch - as if I
should have psychically foreseen the early arrival of his bus.
He shrugged his oversized backpack off of comparatively smaller
shoulders and dramatically opened the car door. As he noisily settled
himself into the backseat, he mumbled under his breath about "stupid
two door vehicles."
"Hey, Brian. What's up?"
"Nuthin'. Why were you so late?"
"How long were you out there, like two minutes at the most?"
"It was longer than that."
Brian was thirteen years old. He had short, consetvatively cut blonde
hair, a slight spray of freckles over the bridge of his nose, and clear blue
eyes, that more often than not, had some mischievous or diabolical plan
brewing behind them.
It was late fall. The air was crisp and leaves swirled in the air as we
made our way down the familiar back road.
about five minutes, we arrived at our destination. I drove up the
elaborate driveway, passing through the gates, over the bridged stream,
and past the fields and fences. After parking the car in the circle in front
of the house, I turned off the rickety engine, slung my bag over my
shoulder, and got out. My companion was a little slower in carrying out
this process.
"When are you going to get rid of this piece of crap?!" Used to fourdoored, leather-interiored, spacious luxury, Brian violently struggled out
of my backseat. "Seriously. When are you going to push this thing off a
1.: c.t""l"
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"Monday, I think. Directly after I pick you up from the bus. We'll find
a cliff. And I'll push it off. With you still in the backseat. What do you
think?" We were making our way up the sidewalk; the dogs, two Jack
Russell terriers enthusiastically yapped a greeting.
"Hey, Mary. Hi, LEEtles," Brian called-- the dog's name was Little.
"Whatever, Heather. You're not funny."
"Algebra tutors, my dear, are not supposed to be funny. We are
horrible creatures intent on the destruction of children."

"Tell me about it." I smiled at him; he grudgingly smiled back. He
opened the front door, flung his bookbag triumphantly onto the awaiting
kitchen chair and closed the door behind us, all with one fluid motion.
"Can I get a snack before we start this crap?"
"Go ahead. And I love your choice of descriptive words."
"Oh, there's a lot more than that... "
"I'm sure, but let's not peak too soon, okay?" He made his way
around the kitchen, collecting various items -- a glass, a bowl, and a
large tablespoon.
"So how was your day?" As he dished himself a colossal bowl of ice
cream, he offhandedly answered me. "Al'right. Same old shit. You
know."
"Brian, are you aware of the fact that your mouth should be
condemned?"
"You should hear the other kids at my school. Everybody talks like
that. Even the girls."
"Lovely."
"Come on, you swear, don't you?"
"Actually, no, I really don't."
"Really?"
"Nope."
"What if you slammed your hand in your crappy car door? What
would you say then?"
"Umm, get me to a hospital?" He laughed in spite of himself. "Come
on, Brian, let's get this algebra going. After that, your mom wants you to
do an hour of piano."
"This SUCKS. It's Friday afternoon. It's the weekend. I've been doing
this crap all week long!"
"Okay, here's the deal. Get your books out here, we'll make this math
as painless as possible, and then we'll negotiate the hour of piano, all
right?"
"Really? Okay." He disappeared into his bedroom and re-emerged
with a textbook, notebook, and calculator. He looked at me with feigned
tragedy. "We'll have to skip the algebra. I don't have a pencil."
"Hey, guess what? Today's your lucky day." I pulled an extra pencil
out from the front pocked of my bookbag.
"Damn. Just freakin' great."
"Not just great, but freakin' great, huh?"
"Yep."
"Brian, you are a poet."
With that, we diligently started in on x-this andy-that- ratios,
proportions, and direct and indirect variation. As the hour of tutoring
came to a close, he got up to get a drink of water.
"So, why do you want to be a teacher anyway?"
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"Because for some unknown reason, I have an affection for
questionable characters like you."
"Why? We're really nasty. You shouldn't have to put up with all
those little bastards. And teachers get paid crap, too. You're really
smart - you should do something cool."
"Something cool, huh?"
"Yeah."
"Well, actually, my secret plan is to bag the teaching idea and become
a writerI artist/ guitarist/ drummer in a band."
"Really? But you won't make any money doing any of those things.
Don't you want a family? Don't you want kids?"
"What is this, twenty questions?" I smiled and rolled my eyes at him.
"Actually, I'm not sure what I want to do, but whatever I decide upon, I'm
sure it will be cool and I'm sure I will not starve. And just for the record,
happiness is sometimes more important than money." He pondered this
idea for a moment, stowed it away in some unoccupied region of his
brain, and went on.
"You're twenty-one, right? My mom was engaged by then. Why don't
you have a boyfriend?"
"You are something ELSE~ you know that?"
"I'm serious. Why don't you? You should; you're pretty cool."
"Well, I thank you for the compliment. It's just not in the cards right
now, I suppose."
·
.
"Well, when it is, he better not be a jerk."
"I certainly hope not." I smiled at him. I truly loved this illmannered, foul-mouthed child.
He laughed. "And maybe he'll be rich and buy you a REAL CAR."
"You KNOW you secretly love my car, Brian." He shot me a look of
disgust, closed his books, left his empty glass on the table, and started
out of the kitchen. "Come in here and listen to me play."
I followed him into the living room. It always reminded me of a
museum exhibit: the baby grand piano ensconced by two antique lamps,
fragile looking fumiture covering Oriental rugs, impasto oil paintings in
heavy gilt frames, thick crystal on the mantle piece. I was typically afraid
of breaking something whenever I came in here, but seeing his discarded
candy wrappers strewn· around the piano bench somehow put me at
ease. I seated myself on the stone step of the fireplace and reclined a
little against its frontspiece.
"So do you take requests, or what?"
"What would you like me to play?"
"How about some Choppin'?" We both knew very well it was Chopin,
but had silently agreed at some previous juncture in time that from that
point forward, the great composer would forever be referred to as
Choppin'.
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He began to play. Before long, Chopin became Rachmaninov,
Rachmaninov, Bach, Bach, Beethoven. He played effortlessly, his hands
moving over the keys with a careless, yet precision-crafted grace. I
leaned back and closed my eyes.
Here was this smart talking, edgy, money-minded, thirteen going on
thirty, miniature adult creating profound musical beauty at the piano. It
seemed, outwardly, that such a creature would be incapable of such a
feat. As I listened to him, though, I further understood why books,
especially those in the adolescent section, should never be judged by
their covers.
Inwardly, I believed Brian to be made offme stuff. He possessed a
certain charm and wit, a unique sweetness that was, more often than
not, sorely overlooked by the sometimes careless, overworked, and
preoccupied eyes of parental observers. They made him practice, but I
wondered if they ever really listened to him.
"Hey, Heather. What time is it?"
"Hey, Brian- guess what? You've been playing for over an hour."
"No WAY. Really?"
"WAY. You've got some amazing skills on that piano, my dear."
"You should try it, too."
"I think that could prove to be disastrous."
"Do you know any songs?"
"No." I thought a moment. "Actually, yes. I know the right hand of
Heart and Soul. Quite impressive, huh?"
"Is. that that song from Big?"
"That's the one."
"That song is lame. Well, let's play it anyway. Come on."
So we did. Heart and Soul. Mter that, I said goodbye and let myself
out of the house. Sometime between the bus stop and the piano, it had
decided to grow dark. The dogs, still outside, yapped their respective
farewells. Smiling to myself, I settled into the front seat of my "piece of
crap" and made my way down the driveway. As I drove through town
listening to my "weirdo chick music," I silently thanked Brian for another
day's lesson. ~
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